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Before ordering the FORTIKA Gateway
The first step in setting up the pilot is to order the FORTIKA Gateway.
FORTIKA technology allows tailoring easily the cyber security solution that fits best to the needs of a specific SME.
However, in order to get a basic advice on the best configuration of the FORTIKA solution for your SME, it is
recommended to gather and communicate some elementary data regarding the SME. These concern the following:



The threats that the SMEs faces in its every-day practice
The networking infrastructure in your premises

Information about the threats
In order to describe the threats, the following information is essential:









What is the core business?
The usual everyday procedures in the job, which are performed over the network.
The common perception of cybersecurity threats in the company
How the threat shows up?
How often?
What countermeasures does the company have in place?
If the attack succeeded:
o What would be the endangered assets?
o What would be the impact/ how severe would be the damage?
What are your expectations and requirements regarding the FORTIKA solution?

Information about your infrastructure
Please provide information on the following questions regarding the network topology in your SME and relevant
requirements.
Question
1

Answer

Provide a simple visual representation (diagram) of Example of such a diagram:
the SME network topology
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The FORTIKA gateway should have internet access. Yes/No
Does the SME pilot router have internet access?

3

What is the available Internet connection speed?

4

The FORTIKA-GW uses Ethernet cards (1Gbps) for Yes/No
connecting to the external and internal network
segments. In this context, we need to connect
these interfaces to your respective Ethernet
switche(s). Please confirm that this is possible.

5

The network traffic between the external and inter- e.g. Linksys LGS528 internal switch with port mirrornal segments should pass through the FORTIKA- ing capabilities
GW (for being analysed from the installed security
bundles). This can be done by installing the FORTIKA GW between your External Router and your
LAN switch (inline) or by mirroring the traffic (managed switch with port mirroring capabilities).
Please indicate what options are available.

6

Some of the security bundles need to collect and Yes/No
send information from your peripheral devices
(e.g. your servers, workstations that will be part of
the pilot) to the GW for analysis. To this end some
SW agents have to be installed in them. Please confirm that this is possible.

7

What is the Operating System (type, version) of the e.g. 1 server with Ubuntu 14.04 and 13 workstations
servers/workstations of the SME?
with Windows 10

8

Is there any other network device in your SME?

9

Is there any other particular configuration that the e.g. A network surveillance camera is connected 24/7
consortium should be aware of?
to the main SME switch

e.g. 24Mbps

e.g. 1 network printer

Communicate the above-mentioned information.

Please note that the steps described so far, are not obligatory.
If you have a clear view on the FORTIKA configuration that is best for your SME, you may proceed directly
to the order of FORTIKA Gateway.
For the five FORTIKA pilots, the above steps have been already conducted in the frame of the FORTIKA
project.
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Installing the FORTIKA Gateway – Get training
Below is the envisaged overview of steps for installing and using the FORTIKA Gateway (F-GW) in a pilot:
1. The IT personnel receives the FORTIKA GW (F-GW).
2. The IT personnel receives online training or offline training materials.
3. The IT personnel installs the F-GW inline to its Internet router (e.g. ADSL modem) and the LAN's switch,
so all in and out traffic passes via the F-GW.

Works at the FORTIKA Marketplace
4. The IT personnel registers to the FORTIKA Marketplace using the Marketplace Dashboard.
5. The IT personnel registers its organisation (SME) in the Marketplace using the Marketplace Dashboard
6. The IT personnel registers its F-GW to the Marketplace and assigns it to the organisation (via the Marketplace dashboard).
7. The IT personnel searches the Marketplace for locating and purchasing a specific security bundle (via the
Marketplace dashboard).
8. The IT personnel pre-configures the purchased bundle (if appropriate) (via the Marketplace dashboard).
9. The IT personnel selects one of its F-GW(s) and deploys the purchased bundle (via the Marketplace
dashboard).
10. The IT personnel receives information about the bundle deployment operation in the Marketplace dashboard.
11. The IT personnel may receive monitoring information via the Marketplace dashboard or via the F-GW
dashboard.
12. The IT personnel may configure the deployed bundle or view specific to it operation information (e.g.
visual reports) by connecting to the bundle's offered GUI. This will is possible via the Marketplace or the
F-GW dashboards (via a hyperlink). It is assumed that the bundle developer has provided a tutorial.
13. The IT personnel may use the F-GW or marketplace dashboard to stop, start, uninstall or get status of a
security bundle.
Please note that not all steps have to follow the depicted chronological order; for example, step 1 can be also
performed after step 2; or step 4 can be performed independently of 1, 2, 3.

At this point, the procedure is completed.
The FORTIKA solution is running to protect your SME.
You may continue using the FORTIKA solution and ask for advice and support by the FORTIKA team,
when needed.
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